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Graphic options to inject inky elegance
into the all-white bathroom
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1 Kartell by laufen
This expansive collection, by Swiss
bathroom-fixture titan Laufen and Italian
furniture giant Kartell, now includes a freestanding wash basin. The ceramic base
is made with the mineral corundum, for
exceptional durability. kartellbylaufen.com
2 sen by agape
Comprising wall-mounted shelves,
towel rails and hooks, this classic storage
system has a strong linear aesthetic. It’s
made from anodized brushed aluminum, in
a black or grey finish. agapedesign.it
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3 silestone by Cosentino
The engineered quartz surfacing is
guaranteed to resist stains and
scratches, and it incorporates silver ions
for superior antibacterial protection.
silestone.com
4 dxv lyndon by ameriCan
standard
Part of the Lyndon collection of toilets,
tubs, sinks and hardware, the singlelever faucet pairs the simplicity of a
matte black finish with a complementary
geometric form. dxv.com
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5 pure by porcelanosa
The ceramic sink from this minimal
series features an ultra-thin five-millimetre edge, which balances the slender,
asymmetric legs in matte black metal.
porcelanosa‑usa.com
6 3d Wall design by atlas concorde
Depth effects that come alive under
different lighting conditions are one of
today’s biggest tile trends. A matte black
finish makes these ceramic wall tiles
super-chic. atlasconcorde.it, ciot.com
7 dXV Vibrato by american
standard
Combining high tech with traditional style,
this is one of only three faucet models
produced in 3-D-printed stainless steel.
dxv.com
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8 element by W2
Charcoal-finished oak defines this dapper
series, with one- and two-sink vanities,
a mirrored medicine cabinet and a narrow
linen closet. wetstyle.ca
9 assembly by eq3
Anthony Frank Keeler’s window-shaped
Arc Mirror – which pairs a nickel-coated
steel plate with black-painted oak – is a
part of EQ3’s inaugural Assembly capsule
collection. eq3.com
10 toothbrush by bruzzoni
The Swedish start-up takes the electric
toothbrush where it has never gone
before, adding such stylish touches as
a flush charging pedestal, a sleek profile
and (of course) a tactile black surface.
bruzzoniglobal.com
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